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in the leaked footage, you can see that players can command vehicles and a character that seems to be a smuggler. it also appears to be set
in the time period right before the battle of endor. the game appears to have been produced by free radical design, the same developer that

made duke nukem forever and gothic 3. it's also a bit easier to play than it looks. for example, it's no longer possible to die in the single-
player campaign. players have to put their console in sleep mode, and the game will save your progress when you start a new game. vg24/7
says the single-player mode will be a full single-player campaign that's longer than the story in star wars: battlefront. according to rockstar's

own blog, lucasarts originally pitched star wars: first assault as a "4-player co-op first-person shooter" (opens in new tab) which could be
played online. it would've been a timed event, similar to the co-op multiplayer from battlefront 2. with an extra-long campaign, players would
play as a squad of four rebels or empire soldiers and then return to fight as either side in a different mission. if you thought battlefront 2 had

co-op, first assault would've taken it to the next level. a few months later, star wars: first assault was announced, alongside a second star
wars: battlefront game. while the first trailer didn't mention it, first assault was actually a free-to-play title that would be available on ps4,

xbox one and pc. players would choose a side, and then fight through a variety of maps. the game wasn't ready to release, but it was ready
to sell itself to fans on facebook and twitter.
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while lucasarts cancelled
the original star wars

battlefront, it still had the
franchise rights to the

name. rebellion studios and
ea had no such luck, so the
development of battlefront
was split in two, one team
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developing battlefront:
elite squadron and another

team developing
battlefront: renegade
squadron. and that's

exactly what they did.
battlefront: elite squadron
was a fast-paced star wars-
themed flight game, where
you were able to jump into
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and out of your x-wing and
tie fighter without loading
screens. it was pretty fun,

even though it wasn't great
at everything. eventually

ea combined the two
games and released them

as one under the name
battlefront: combat

assault. the game was a
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success, but ea wanted to
move on from the star wars
licence, so they went back
to the drawing board and
created a new battlefront

game. this time they
decided to make a game

with a larger focus on
multiplayer, and they

merged the single-player
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and multiplayer aspects of
elite squadron and

renegade squadron into
what we know as star wars
battlefront. the game had

its problems. it had a
pretty mediocre story,

which was ok but it didn't
feel like star wars. the

game had a lot of issues
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with lag on the pc version,
so it wasn't exactly a
smooth experience on
release. some fans had

issues with the game not
being as fast as star wars:

battlefront 2, but those
problems were fixed in the
update. dlc is all but dead.
with the announcement of
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the star wars battlefront iii
project, it seemed like a

done deal that battlefront
would get some sort of new

content in future. but
lucasarts cancelled it and
ea shut down its official

star wars battlefront
website, which makes it
pretty unlikely that there
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will be more dlc for the
game. 5ec8ef588b
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